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Do you need a humorous break from the grind while touring the world's largest caves? This book

will inspire your wanderlust to take an amazing adventure across Southeast Asia as a Vietnam

Backpacker!If you are planning a trip to Vietnam or just daydreaming of the adventure, this book will

give you an insight into what 'real' backpacking is all about -- chasing the dream, accepting new

cultures, eating strange food, jaw-dropping scenery, philosophical insights, and being comfortably

lost! Lighting your path, this adventurous story takes you with an experienced traveler to visit exotic

locations across Vietnam. In this fourth volume, I will be going to Phong Nha National Park to

discover its legendary caves with a hilarious new American friend, who loves to share jokes. Seth

and I will tour the countryside on his motorcycle, go zip-lining into the muddy depths of the Dark

Cave, and be awe-struck by the stunning interior of Paradise Cavern. Next, we sail a dragon boat

down the Son River into Phong Nha Cave and then visit an infamous pub that allows customers to

decapitate their chicken of choice for dinner.Text exert from page 22:Ã¢â‚¬Å“We stepped through

the cave entrance and found ourselves inside a huge cavern that could have parked several jumbo

jets. After my eyes had adjusted to the inky-black environment, I was awe-struck by a hypnotically

beautiful ceiling: a surrealistic artwork of mineral-staining to rivaled MichelangeloÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s talent.

After descending a five-story building set of wooden stairs to the echoing tang of our footsteps, we

reached the belly of the cave. Walking along the boardwalk, I felt dwarfed to a tiny mouseÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

perspective at the base of 150-foot tall towering stalactites.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Throughout this eBook, all of

these amazing sights are presented as full-color photography to place you in the shoes of the

author.DOWNLOAD Your Copy Today! You are just one click away from an amazing adventure!

customer reviewer wrote:"Scott's travels definitely make you want to don a backpack and set off to

the exotic for some unknown adventures! I traveled Vietnam and never came across these caves. It

is likely I possibly never saw a lot of the things Scott saw on his travels. Will definitely be reading

more!" SEO Tags: Vietnam, Vietnamese, Backpacking Southeast Asia, Far East Asia Tour, Phong

Nha National Park, Motorcycle Tour, Dark Cave, Zip-lining, Paradise Cave, Dragon Boat, Son River,

Phong Nha Cave, Taoist Temple, Tien Son Cave, Jokes, Philosophy, Political Satire, Adventure,

Discovery, Wanderlust, Photography, Travel Photos, Photo Journey, Exotic, Southeast Asia,

Vietnam Travel, Asian Adventure, Vietnamese Food, Backpacker Travel, Kindle Edition.Visit the

author's website to see the full collection of travel books and enjoy a 15-page preview at:

www.davidchain.com/travels.htm
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The author is an experienced world traveler who truly enjoys meeting new people and viewing the

wonders our world has to offer. This book is about traveling to and trekking through the famous

caves of Vietnam. The pictures are beautiful, revealing the ancient landscape and his traveling

companions as they journey through this marvelous country. He touched very briefly upon the

history of the caves that were utilized during the war to hide enemy troops. Being a history buff, I

found that little tidbit to be a tease and wanted a more detailed backstory. However, this is not a

history book. It is a travel journal written with humor, illustrated with excellent photos, and entices

you to grab your own back pack and head out into the world to see for yourself. I look forward to his

next adventure!

This lighthearted journey through Vietnam caves and country side provokes the desire to appreciate

the landscape and culture that surrounds us all. The sense of adventure is evident; it draws you

closer to your own dreams. Well done.



The pictures in this book are fabulous. This one has a few jokes in it, but the trip's narrative by Scott

makes you feel like you are sharing the adventure with him. I cannot wait to see where Scott goes

next!

Love going on your adventures through Vietnam with you. Your pictures are vibrant and awe

inspiring. Your corney jokes gives it that extra special personal touch. I can not wait to see more

from you!! Keep traveling my dear old friend ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤

Scott David has the most amazing adventures, and we're all invited to ride along vicariously. Exotic

locales, stunning photos and humour all make for a journey well worth experiencing!

The photography was amazing as was the narrative! Makes me want to travel there even more now.

It's a fun account of one of the authors many adventures around the globe. A real globetrotter! I

would however like more information on locations and cost of the hostels, restaurants and sites etc.

Otherwise it was awesome! Thank you David for bringing me closer to Vietnam and its incredible

beauty.

Loved this vignette of Vietnam. The author has a very personable way of writing and the photos

were exquisite!

I enjoyed this quick read. Lots of gorgeous pictures of the Vietnamese landscapes, caves, and

people. Very worth this brief glimpse into a little adventure.
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